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One alternative to abandonment of light traffic railway I mes is
purchase and operation of the lines by local governments. Tnese may be
existing governments i units, such as cities or counties, o= they may be
newly constituted local government districts or authorities, now common
In the operation of urban pa^?enger transport. The purpose of this paper
is to analyze the experience in the p.-.st with munici/ii operation of
railways—as distinguished from street railways o\ ra: id transit, sys;: **£&«*.
The study is concerned only with lines actually operated independently
municipal governments or corporate • s controlled \ y them, &\id not with
lines merely owned by municipal governments, thr.; principal exasiplfc of
which is the Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific, r wp.su1 by the city
of Cincinnati but oper; tnder leai rn Railway and its
predecessors. There are two pi yal -ines, the Belfast and riyjfcfcnead
Lake and the ' '! Prineville Railway. The third Line, that of ;he
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Municipal "Jty of East Troy, is a much smaller operation. > hav* been
other minor exatapJ past but thes< significance.
THE BELFAST AND MOOSEHEAD LAKE RAILROAD COMPANY*
The Belfast and Moosehead Lake extends 33 miles from Burnham Junct
on the Maine Central's main line from Portland to Bangor, to the city
Belfast, in the state of Maine. There are three other towns on the line,
Brooks, Thorndike, and Unity, with populations of 400, 110, and 300
respectively, and five other settlements, all with populations under 100.
Two were in the state of Oregon, whose laws facilitated municipal
operation of railroads. The city of Grants Pass aided in the f inane-Tig
of the California and Oregon Coast, projected from Grants Pass, in tae
Rogue River valley in southwestern Oregon, to Crescent City in northern
California to give the valley a direct outlet to the ocean and bring
down Southern Pacific freight rates. Only 15 miles, from Grants Pass to
Waters Creek, was ever built. The city issued bonds to finance the line
and came into possession of the assets when the company went bankrupt.
Attempts to revise operation were unsuccessful and the line was abandoned.
Traffic potential was too limited.
The city of Klamath Falls, in south central Oregon, financed a 20-mile
line of railroad from the city to Dairy. The city eventually deeded the
line to the Oregon, California and Eastern in 1919 in exchange for OC & E
bonds; in 1919, when the OC & E was purchased by the Great Northern and
the Southern Pacific, the city was paid off.
Neither of these ventures involved much actual city participation in
railroad operation. Both involved lines buiit out from the c^ty, both of
which were served by major lines.
In 1928 the city of Lakeland (formerly Milltown), in southern Georgia,
acquired the Milltown Airline Railroad, connecting Lakeland with the Atlantic
Coast line, 9 miles away, when the Milltown line received permission to
abandon the line. The line had been built around the turn of the century
as a logging road, becoming a common carrier in 1903. The closing down of t;he
lumber mills as the timber was exhausted and the decline of agriculture
in the late twenties in the area led to deficits and the abandonment petition.
The city operated the line under the name of the Lakeland Railway as part
of the city government until abandonment in the late 1950' s. The traffic
potential was inadequate to avoid substantial deficits.
*The author is greatly indebted to Mr. Wilfred Hall, Manager of the Belfast
and Moosehead Lake Railroad, for his assistance.
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The populations of Belfast and of Waldo county (which is also served by the
Bangor and Aroostook's Searsport linO over the last century are ^.hown
in Table I.
When the Maine Central built north to Bangor, it missed -elfast, for
geographic reasons, by over 30 miles. After attempts to get a connecting
line built by private enterprise, the city was instrumental in the formation
and financing of the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railway Company , incorporated
in 186 7 . Construction began in 1868 and was completed in 1870. The line
Lt cheaply, with 56 pound rail, at a cost < t v»25,900 a mle. Trie
company operated independently for less than a year and then leased the road
to the Maine Central. It was operated for the next 55 years as an integral
p irt of the Maine Central, which paid the company (and thus in effect the
city) $3 6,000 a year.
In 1926 the Maine Central terminated the lease, on the grounds that
it wa^ not earning enough to pay the rental ine—an argument that
was borne out by the earnings statement the following year The company
then resumed operation of the line, acquiring three old Manchester steam
locomotives from the Bangor and Ar- ostook and three ancient /oden coaches
from the Philadelphia and Reading and the Atlantic Railroad. Independent
operation has continued since 1926.
As -shown on Figure 1, the line provides the city of Belfast with its
only rail outlet; the nearest railroad e Bangor and v-oostook's
Searsport line, terminating about seven miles from Belfast. This line
was built later than the Belfast line; If it had been extended to Belfast,
the rocte would have been substantially longer to Portland and Boston.

TAX M I
POPULATION, BELFAST AND WALDO COUNTY, MAINE, 1850-1970
1— - • - —
-
Population
Year Belfast
" _
| "
*
Waldo County
... .i.
, .ii-
1850 5,051 4/, 230
1860 5,520 33,4-
1870 5,278 34,522
1880 5 , 308 32,463
1890 5,294 27,759
1900 4,6.15 24,185
1910 4,618 23,383
1920 5 , 083 21,328
1930 4,993 20,286
1940 5,540 21,159
1950 5,960 21, 687
I960 6,140 22,632
1970 5,957 23,328
SOURCE: U. S. Census Volumes
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The city of Belfast owns—and has owned from the beginning— 3,bQ4
shares of the common stock, the towa of Brooks the other 200 common shares,
of the total of 3,804. Of the total preferred stock of 2,677 shares, the
city owns 1,396 or 52 percent; the remaining is owned partly by the railway,
partly by individuals, some of whom have acquired it as a curiosity.
Thus the city owns 77 percent of the total stock. There is no funded debt
outstanding.
Revenue and Earnings
Table II shows the revenues and expenses since 1926. In 47 years of
independent operation, the road has never shown an operating deficit, even
in the worst years of the depression of the thirties, but It has shown a
net deficit in 21 of the 47 years (nine of these being in the decade of
the 1960s). Over the period, the cumulative net earnings have been about
$150,000. The earnings position fluctuates substantially from year to
year, not so much because revenue changes , but because of variations in
maintenance expenditures. Essentially the cost to the city over this
period is the return foregone on the capital :hat could be obtained
by junking the line—perhaps $300,000. The city's share would be perhaps
$15,000 annually at current in t rates. On the other hand, the salvage
value has risen over the years. But the city is obviously willing to
forego this amount in order to insure continued operation of the railroad.
The best earnings year was 1971, with a net of almost $100,000; the worst
deficit year was 1967, with a net deficit of nearly $42,000.
The trends in tonnage handled are likewise indicated in Table II.
Tonnage fell steadily from 1926 to 1939, roughly to half of the 1926 figure,
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primarily as motot transport took over the LCL and merchandise traffic.
Tonnage ro?e during the World War T T years to exceed the figure of 1926,
and it reached a new high in 1951. Then came a continuous decline to a
low in 1961 less than : gure. Si: ere has beet
strong upward trend, with 1 high reached in 1973* the tonnage
being twice that of 1926 and five times that of the low year;, 19'39. The
high figure for r,or mileage wa ). 1974 tonnage is ig ahead of
1973. The traffic patterns have changed subs: illy over the years.
First, the. LCL traffic and inbound carload craffic in manufactured goods
was lost to motor transport and passenger traffic primarily to the private
car. In 1926, for example, 42,171 passengers were carried, with a yield
of $28,868; by 1959 the figure had fallen to 1,775 or less than a day.
Passenger, mail, and express service ended in I960 (the Maine Central
eliminated all passenger service shortly thereat ng the ^ast
line without a passenger connection) and less than carlo rvice in 1964.
Likewise- there occurred £ declic I outbound lumber and pulpwood traffic
as the nature of the economy change* , Bu- railroad had depended
heavily upon passenger, LCL, and general merchandise traffic , all particularly
vulnerable to the mot^r vehicle
The revival in traffic was a product of a major change in the areas
the development of poultry production on a large scale in the Last two
decades. This has becorue the major economic activity of the are:, and the
feed- and other supplies for '-''• '- v
rail
.
a -:i\\
I
'
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The Present Traffic
As of 1973, about 90 percent ci the traffic relates to the poultry
industry, primarily ingredients for poultry feed. Data are given in
Tableau. The largest single item is c< n 1973, 1,429 cars of corn
were brought in, primarily in hopper cars from the midwest, or an average
of six cars a work day. In total 2,797 cars relating to the poultry
industry, averaging II cars a day, were handled. Most of this was feed
ingredients, but 224 cars were of crates and packaging materials. The
remaining inbound traffic consists primarily of lumber, much of it for a
window factory, and coming primarily from the west coast, and scrap leather
for reduction into fertilizer. Other inbound traffic is negligible—four
cars of farm equipment, three of LP gas* two of pipe, etc.
Outbound, 513 cars were originated, over half being pulpwood, most of
which goes to Rumford, Maine for paper production. of the remainder
consists of tankage, a fertilizer made of old leather? plus 35 cars of
sardines and a few cars of potatoes and pine lumber. Approximately 93
percent of the revenue comes from inbound shipments, 7 percent from outbound
The total number n£ cars originated and terminated, 3, 516 } is far in
excess of the number required for inclusion in the restructured northeast
railroad system under the D. 0. T. plan. The area is not subject to the
plan since the Maine Central is not in bankruptcy.
Equipment
The line currently owns four diesels, identical General Electric
Cooper-Bessemer 600 horsepower, 41,300 pounds tractive effort. The first
Plus 12 cars loaded and terminated on the line, mostly corn.

TABL : III
TRAFFIC STATISTICS, 1973, BELFAST AND MOOSEHEAD LAKE RAILWAY
Revenue
Commodity Cars QQQs
Inbound
Corn
Other Poultry Feed Ingredients
Crates, boxes, egg case fillers
Lumber
Scrap Leather
Other
Total 3,003 434
Local, Total 12 1
Outbound
Pulpvood
Tankage
Sardines
Other
Total
Overall Total 3,520 $476
1,429 $255
1,156 150
224 12
50 4
103 7
40 5
324 19
147 16
35 4
5 1
40
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two were acquired in 1946, at a cost of approximately $53,000 each, to
replace the old steam locomotives, y then fifty years old. A third was
acquired in 1951, but the price had risen to $73,000. In 1970 the fourth
(built in 1948) was purchased second hand, for $20,000 from the Montpelier
and Barre. These engines have nor. been built for a number of years and
parts are getting more difficult to obtain i the line is considering pur-
chasing a fifth, from the Ciaremont and Concord, mainly for pares. One is
kept at Thorndike, to continue to provide service on the western end of the
line should a serious derailment tie up the eastern portion. The other
three are kept in Belfast, where maintenance work is done. They cannot be
operated in multiple; the line has not been willing to invest the money to
convert for multiple operation.
As is typical with most Class II roads, the line owns no freight cars,
although rack cars for pulpwood are leased from the United States Railway
Leasing Company. Consideration has been given to purchasing cars, but
the lack of capital and other complications have led to the decision not
to do so. Since 90 percent of the .raffic is inbound, the line has not
been bothered seriously with car shortages, but has had some problems,
partly because the Maine Central has only a few hundred freight cars of its
own. The line owns two fiat cars for its own use, and cwo cabooses, purchased
second hand from the Maine Central in 1968 for about $500 apiece.
The diesels are unfortunately getting old and need either to be
replaced or completely rebuilt. One has already been sent away for rebuild-
ing, at a cost of $40,000, and the problem must be faced with the others.

The diesels and trainmen are equipped with walkie-talkie radios t
permit better communication, with c. relay station on a mountain near the
middle of the line.
The Track
The line extends 33 miles southward from the connection with the
Maine Central at Burnham Junction to the end of the track in Belfast. The
line ascends from an elevation of 161 feet at Burnham to a summit west of
Forbes siding, 493 feet, and then descends to 10 feet at Belfast. Figure 2
shows the line in some detail. The maximum grade is 2 percent; fortunately
the traffic moves primarily eastward, and thus with a net descent. The
curvature is substantial, with 98 curves on the line. This portion of
Maine consists of wooded roiling but not steep hills, with occasional bogs
and lakes. There are two peculiarities of construction. First, the rail
joints are opposite rather than staggered: this reduces the tendency for
heavy cars to rock, but increases the tie wear at the joints. Secondly, the
rails are joined by the so-c Webber sleeve, which contains a piece of
wood; it was designed to improve the passenger service ride. This sleeve
will gradually be phased out.
Observation, plus the fact that there have been few derailments,
suggests that the track on the e is n t bed shape. But there are
several inadequacies:
1. There are several boggy areas with Inadequate draining.
2, There is an excessive number of defective ties and therefore rail
alignment and surfacing are not retained adequately. Much of: the track is
not sufficiently firm.


• ;
•*
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3. Ballast, about: 85 percent cinders, h . :• a long
period of time and is nor entirely latisf
4. There are some del: re rails (battered ends, split heads,
fissures) that require repls ail, primarily 75 pound rail laid
around 1910, kot it;, had shape., ding.
5. There is excessive su on of • uter rail on many
curves because, the track was d ed for passenger train use. This results
in excessive pound Li inner rail by modern heavy freight cars.
The road now has a comprehensive plan to raise maintenance standards
i. three-year period., with the objective of meeting Class II
Federal rail standards. New forms for recording track, conditions have be
id. This program h an designed by the roadraaster, a former high
school music teacher wh( ^ghly enthusiastic about the maintenance
program
Speeded up tie ements for three years a program of
replacement ,000 1 ughly 100 per mile). The th of
life of a i rocessed ha ie it es to be 3" years. There are
about 100.000 tie. In I
o go over his section
early in the year, after ha. otified of the number of ties he is
to replace that year, mari ties up to the number specified.
These are then re d during the spring and summer mouth-'.
Shift has been jade from cedar t:U- hardwood processed ties.
The crently $13.50 each.
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c. Rails that, are defect 111 be removed. Newly acquired 8
90 pound rails will be used on western portion, and good rail taken up
in this section relaid t Lve rails on the remaindei
Recently a number of 90 poum cquired from the Burlington
Northern. Switches be improved and replaced where
•necessary, The and in good condition.
^e road uses th rack crews, with a foreman and five men on each;
this is regarded as a necessary minimum.
While derailments have been few Ln recent years, the road
has had a Lair number over the years, some doing substantial damage to the
cars. If the cars tip, it is necessary to obtain a crane from the Maine
Central or from an outside contractor to right them. If the cars are
damaged, they are turned over to the Maine Central for repairs; the MEC
bills the line. The road can ce against the damages from
derailments, but the polii -duct ibis figure.
The m» hat by the Federal
track standards, ami by th« 3 traffic now
consists of '} ton hopper cars. These are, of course, handled with
particular care and little trouble has countered with them, but
clearly their use requires somewhat better laaiutenanc.e.
Operation
The typical operation involves one train daily Monday through Friday,
leaving Belfast about 8 a.m. and returning anywhere from 1 to 7 p.m. No
problems have been encouni with the L2 hour law. The Maine Central
operates two through freights each way dally through Burnham Junction, plus
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a local three times a week, all of which drop off and pick up cars in
interchange. The typical freight train of the B and ML currently consists
of 18 to 20 cars, with 25 cars (with typical loading; the maximum. With
the new feed mill at Thorndike, 12 miles from Burn significant
portion of the traffic moves only between the junction and Thorndike. About
half the inbound traffic and 42 percent of total loaded car traffic goes to
Thorndike only.
The usual train consists of two diesels s the freight cars, and a caboose.
An engineer is required for each diesel, wh i c h cannot be run in multiple;
a conductor and two switchmen complete the crew. The train crew does the
switching at Burnham Junction, Thorndike, and other intermediate p<
but the switching at Belfast is done by a separate two-man crew, using one
diesel. This procedure is necessary because too much of the trair. T s
time would be utilized in this switching in addition to ; he line operation.
Speed is limited to 10 mi] :our, and frequently th . \ in moves
even more slowly; thus about 6 me to make the run,
apart from switching.
Nearly half of the movement consists of empties; .^pper
cars bringing in the corn and feed ingredients must go out empty, nad the
pulpwood rack cars must come in empty. Some boxcars from inbound shipments
(e.g., crates) are used to take out the tankage, which is shipped in bulk.
The road does not handle piggyback traffic; the Maine Central, which
is unsympathetic to this form of transport, has discoura;.- and ML
from considering it. The belief is that the potential volume, given the
nature of the traffic into and out of the area, does not warrant the
expense involved to introduce and handle the traffic.
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There are no station agents on the line (previously there, were agents
in Brooks and Unity), all car orders and billing being handled from Belfast.
Rates
Most of the traffic is handled on joint rates, the rate to Belfast
on corn, for example, from the midwest, being the same as that to other
Maine points. The rate divisions are regarded as satisfactory; on lumber
shipments from the west coast, for example, the road receives 5.8 percent
of the rate. The road receives the same rate division on traffic to all
points on the line; thus the Thorndike traffic is particularly attractive
since it yields the same revenue as traffic to Belfast.
Personnel
As of June 1, 1974, the line had 36 employees: 20 of these, or over
half, are maintenance of way employees; in addition to the roadmaster, 7 are
train operating employees; 3 equipment maintenance, 3 billing, auditing and
clerical employees, a helper, and the General Manager. The average age— 34—is very
low for a railroad: 17 are under 30, Only 7 employees, one of whom is
the General Manager, have been with the road more than ten years. The
turnover therefore has been very The employees have not be. unionized
and as a consequence, the has more flexibility in use of employees
than under the typical contract with Class I roads.
The wage rates are substantially below those paid on Class I railroads;
the road is able to hire a number of employees relatively cheaply, given
the tendency toward a surplus of labor in Maine and limited employment
opportunities. The turnover rate, as a result, is relatively high. One
consequence is that the railroad has more employees than It would likely
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have if wages were higher
—
particularly for maintenance work. If wages
were comparable to those of the Class I railroads, the line would be forced
to operate with fewer workers or encounter substantial deficits.
Management
There have been in effect only three managers in 47 years; the first served
18 years (1926-36), the second, W. L. Boven„ 28 years (1936-64), and the present
manager, Wilfred Hall, since 1964. Hail began service with the road as a
clerk in 1929. Prom all indications, there has been general satisfaction
with the managers and little complaint about management policy.
Summary of Expenses
Expenses for major purposes, plus data of rail and tie replacement,
are shown in Table IV.
Relations between the Railroad and the City
As noted, the city owns 95 percent of the common stock and a majority
of the preferred and therefore ±8 in a position to control railroad policy;
it is also in the position of being able .port the railroad financially
if it wishes to continue it in operation and continuing deficits are incurred.
In practice, until 1971, th' 5 city council, which names the Board of
Directors, placed only one of its members on the Board, the other members
being chosen from among the officials of the major firms shipping on the
line. In 1971, a primarily new city council rejected this policy on the
argument that the city, not the major shippers, should dictate policy,
which should be determined in the interests of the city as a whole, not
the major shippers. Critics of this point of view argued, of course, that
views of the major shippers, supplying most of the revenue, must be given
There were three others for short periods (September, 1935 - July, 1936;
June, 1934; and July, 1934).
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primary attention. The Issue was over question of seeking to
diversify the traffic of the raiir; id and aid y development by
establishing an industrial park and bringing in new industry. Considerable
ill will was generated over the issue of the selection of the directors;
as a compromise j instead of replacement of lipper directors by
council members, the Board rectors was en: to include both groups.
The result was in fact little change in policy, but a survey is now being
made of the feasibility of an industrial park. One difficulty is the lack
of a good area for the purpose that can easily be served by the railway,
given the nature of the terrain around th« c
As a practical matter, the day-to-day dec about the railway have
been left to the General Manager, with the Board, meeting monthly, consider-
ing major questions of policy. The City Manager has not sought to interfere
at all with management decisions, nor nas I ^ty council, except in
pushing the question of an industrial park and diversification, as noted.
Financially, the railroad has bee e to support itself from revenue
since 1926; it has not asked the c-.v lor financial aid> nor has it paid
any dividends to the stockholders, : ing the city. There has been no
expectation on the part • e city to rece. >/iden best as can be
ascertained, the general philoso . is an important
asset to the community and the city s not expected to profit
directly by revenue from it
—
particularly since, it is well known that the
earnings potential of the road is limited. There is, of course, some concern
about the effects on the road of a decline in the poultry industry in the
area and the extremely heavy reliance of the road on this one industry.
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From the standpoint of :h 1968 data, the cost per ton mile,
including r aturn on salvage value of sale o£ equipment, but not
taxes, was 5.6 cents; of a group of eight roads with comparable length and
traffic density, the B and ML ranked third lowest as shown in Table IV.
Varying conditions lessen the significance of these precise figures, but give
some rough indication of relative costs.
TABLE V.
COST PER TON MILE, 1968, SELECTED ROADS OF COMPARABLE DISTANCE AND TRAFFIC
Maryland and Pennsylvania
Chattahoochee Valley
Marianna and Bxountstown
Valdosta Southern
Virginia and Carolina Southern
Graysonia, sashville and Ashdown
San Manuel Arizona
Belfast and Mcosehead Lake
Ton Miles Per
Mile of Line Cost Per
Miles (000) Ton Mile
39 90 10.3
25 119 13.7
29 106 3.6
27 203 6.5
27 1 9 GJ.ZJ 3.9
32 133 6.3
7.9 156 9.9
33 162 5,6
SOURCE: Derived from Interstate Commerce Commission data.
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THE I - PRINEVILLE RAILWAY
The City of Prin is the only railway line, in the
United States by and ixiously operated as an integral part: of a
city government. Th< 8 miles from the city of PrineviJ
I
located in almost the exa-: 1 center of the state of Oregon, to
Prineville Junction, on the Burlington Northern's line extending southward
from the Columbia River via Bend and. Klamath Fails to California
(Figure 1} . This track is also used by the Union Pacific branch from the
Columbia River to Bend
.
Development
Central Oregon was settled at a relatively late date; difficult terrain,
lack of moisture, and other factors led the pioneers to bypass it for the
more hospitable Willamette Valley, Settlement began le late lSSD'a,
primary cattle and sheepmen back-migrating from the Willamette Valley as
grazing land became scarce in western Oregon.
Prineville, first settled in ic&9, becam. trading center of a vast
area, but population grew slowly, leaching a population of only 460 by 1890.
From the earliest days the commun^ railroad; all in and out
freight had to be ha igon over laborious grades and poor roads.
But the same difficult terrain that had discouraged early settlement also
discouraged railroad building, A b >m the Union Pacific's main line
down the Columbia reached Shaniko, 30 miles from Prineville, in 1900. Shaniko
The two roads originally built their own lines over most of the
distance from the Columbia River to Bend. Ultimately all the duplicating
track was eliminated.
*The author is indebted to Mr. Reed Johnson, Manager of the City of
Prineville Railway, to Mr. Jim Watson, City Administrator of Prineville, to
Mrs. Frances Juris, former City Treasurer-Recorder and Secretary of the
Railroad Commission of Prineville; to Mr. C.C. KcGlenn, now retired as manager
of the railway, and to other employees of the city and the railway for their
assistance.
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became the main shipping point for the area. A long wagon haul was still
required, aid a 1, foot drop In i ration so< I Shaniko was a severe
barrier to extension of the line south. Finally, around 1910 , as the possi-
bilities of lumber production in central Oregon became real, both the Hill interest
and the Union Pacific built from the Columbia River to Bend, down the
canyon of the Deschutes River. But geographical considerations dictated
that these lines miss Prineville by nearly 20 miles; the new city of Bend,
the location of the lumber mills, was the destination, and to reach Bend via
Prineville would have required not only a lengthy detour, but a drop and
then a climb of several hundred feet. Bend is located on a plateau,
Prineville in the valley of the Crooked River.
The residents of Prineville realized very clearly that the city would
lose its dominant commercial position to Bend if it did not have a railroad.
After several years of futile efforts to interest the two main lines and
railroad promoters, the City Council began to consider municipal construction
of a line, planning to turn the lint over to a private firm for operation.
In 1916 the voters of the city ap \ issue to build the line, by
a vote of 355 to 1. The population » aly about 1,100. The city raised
about $310,000, all by be sue, to as completed
for operations in S time the r as finished, the
city had become reconciled to actual operation and the council appointed
E. J. Wilson, an official of a local bank who had bad railroad experience,
as Manager.
The first few years were relatively successful ones, although the hopes
for the lumber mills were not realized. The traffic in livestock, wool and
grain outbound and general merchandise, gasoline, feed, and a few other items

nbound
,
plus passei Kpensea.
Carload traffic throuj wen e ly constant, about
700 cars originated or terminated a yea e) . Even in the first
few years, while the road earned an opt t, it did not cover
interest, which the city had to meet from tax revenues. From 1924 on,
except for 1929, the road showed an ope \ deficit for every year until
1939. The general attitude of the city in this period was that the interest
was its responsibility, but the railroad should cover operating expenses,
with city aid only in an erne But the deficits continued and J -sed
sharply, despite drastic curtailment of expenses, in the early thirties,
as the depression plus trucking causnd a. loss of about half the traffic
volume. In the years 1933-35, the railroad's gross revenue was under $15,000
a year, an incredibly low figure fo railroad—only $780 per mile. Ton
mileage was only 6,333 per mile in 1933. The railroad barely survived these
years; maintenance was deferred to oint that it was rare for the train
to get to the junction and back without derailing at least once. Bills
went unpaid- -at times Standard 01.1 : California was c zed several thousand
dollars for fuel. The city to default on the bonds in 1930
and was barely ab ape enough money together to keep the railroad's
employees and most pressing bills paid. There were- times when there, was
doubt thai the railroad c< keep goin ik. Throughout this
period, however, there was general acceptance of the view that the railroad
must' be kept in operation—that to abandon it would eliminate any chance for
development of the lumber industry in Prineviile.
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The upturn actua. in 1935—- though esults we
scarcely noticeable for several yea s—when Products Company reopened
mall unused lumber mill west of the tow enced to ship a few
^loads of lumber. The lumber industi slowly. In 1938 two
more mi Lis were placed in operatic' In 1940 a fourth. lie ruse
sharply, and funds were advanced by the major roads for track improvements.
At the end of World War II, however, the road was still in bad physi'
condition, and commencing in J road v. Lrtually rebuilt, with
funds advanced by the lumber co es and thi y, and with earnings. In
earlier years the road had operated with one ancient steam locomotive.
With the traffic increase, the road acquired in succession several steam
locomotives, one built in 1388.. In 1949 decision was made to dieselize, and
a new ALCO 660 hp diesei was acquired in 1950. A second was bought used
in 1955; this was sold in 1961 and replaced by another 660 ALCO in that year.
A third was bought in 1969.
Traffic declined somewhat fron :950 down through 1961 as
lumber production f- ad then cons'e.nced to rise again; apart
from some year to year fluct tonnagt Lnued to ris<
primarily because of the great i traffi< in ' chips, formerly
burned, plus some increase in lumber traffic. TraJ .terns are discussed
in a subsequent section.
The Line
The line is 18 miles in length, with ei^bt mil, siding; a reJ.
tively long spur extends eastward through Prineville, north of the business
district to the Ochoco Lumber Company mill on the east side of town,
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another climbs the ridge or. the north side of the city to reach three
industries. The main line follows the Crooked River Valley for most of its
length, then climbs out of the valley on a 2i percent grade to the junction.
The Burlington Northern line crosses the Crooked River on a bridge 300 feet
above water level.
The Lrack has been well maintained for several decades and basically
is in good shape, although some additional work is necessary to reach
Class II Federal track standards (25 MPH allowable speed). There are two
problems with the track. Most of the line is laid with 75 pound rail;
while in good shape, it is relatively light for the traffic volume. Some
85 pound rail has been laid and the present manager would like to go to
112 pound rail—but the costs (of used rail taken up on main lines) have
increased tremendously in the last year—from $90 a ton a year ago to $268
a ton this year. Heavier rail would of course allow greater speed. The
second problem is the use of lava cinder ballast;, while plentiful and cheap
in central Oregon, it is porous and powders easily under the ties, failing
to hold them tightly and thus alio' Ing the rails to get out of alignment.
The annual tie replacements have been relatively low compared to many
Class II roads, averaging about 100 per mile in recent years. In large part,
however, this has been made possible by t1 atively good maintenance
standards over the years, with little deferred maintenance. Processed ties
have increased sharply in price, from $8.10 a year ago to $12.52 in 1974.
The road is now commencing to buy locally cut unprocessed ties and send them
to The Dalles for processing.
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Oniy four men plus the foreman and leadman are used in maintenance work,
but shift has been mads to a high degree of mechanization, in order to hold
down wage costs. There had been little mechanization; the road now has a
tamper and ballast regulator., and tie cutter, and is planning additional
equipment
.
The present management prefers to replace some ties through the line
each year, rather than to rebuild whole sections at a time. Tie life of
processed but not first grade ties is estimated to be 15 to 20 years. A
substantial number of good ties are obtained from major roads when branch
lines or second track are removed.
Speed is limited to 16 miles an hour. There have been no line derail-
ments in recent years; some have occurred in switching operations, due not
to bad track but to the eternal plague of railroads serving lumber mills,
small boards left on the rails which derail the cars. The train conductor
i
lost a foot in one such derailment.
The Equipment
The line has three diesels 3 & 1 Identical— 660 hp 199,000 pound ALCO
6 cylinder engines, The first was purchased in May, 1950, for $81,000.
The second, built in 1941 for the Spokane, Portland and Seattle as their
number 10 was purchased January, 1961, for $23,095, and the third was
acquired from the Oregon and Northwestern in 1969. All three have been
completely rebuilt in the last four years, one at a time, by Morrison-
Knud'sen in Boise, Idaho, for amounts ranging from $45,000 to $70,000. All
therefore are in first class working condition and usable for a number of
years. All are equipped for multiple operation. (This wiring was done by
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the road's shop forces.) The road has had uo difficulty in getting parts
thus far, and the inventory of parts is very substantial. Given present
tonnage, somewhat larger diesels would be optimal, were it not for the
light track and the strength of the bridges- All constraints considered,
the. units serve the road well.
The line owns no freight cars except two ballast ears and two hopper
cars that came from the Nevada Copper Belt, and a modern caboose. T
road has given no serious thought to the purchase of freight cars, despite
its relative surplus of capital; the present manager feels that the lack of
space for maintenance and the labor costs of repair are such as to dictate
against car purchase.
Over the years the road has had no serious continuing car shortage,
partly because it is supplied by two major roads with relatively adequate
car supplies rather than just one—although a single order is sent in
covering botii roads. Cars are ordered daily. As primarily an originating
road, the line faces a greater car problem than terminating roads but on only
a few occasions has the car supply become critical. Har supply is particularly
important in the lumber industry to minimise rehandl ,)d regularity is
essential for handling of chips. The road does benefit from the fact that
most, of both inbound and outbound shipments, except chips, are handled in
boxcars that can be used for a variety of traffic. A portion of the rough
lumber is shipped out in flat cars. The only nuisance problem—an illustration
of a defect in national utilization of freight cars—- is that Southern Pacific
cars bringing rough lumber from northern California for milling cannot: be
loaded outbound except on a rare shipment going to the Southern Pacific.
COIN Millwork, the largest shipper, leases some cars.
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Operation
For a number of years, when d; Lly traffic was averaging around 20 cars
the line operated one train a day during the work week, plus a run to the
junction Sunday night to pick up empties. But a^ traffic increased in
1968 and 1969, the road encountered two dilemmas—-essentially in economic
terms, discontinuity problems. First, the traffic had increased beyond the
capacity of the two diesels to move the train up the grade to the junction.
Secondly, it was becoming impossible for the train crew to do the switching
and the line operations without excessive overtime.
To go to twc crews and two trains per day operation obviously would
add to operating costs. One alternative was to continue with one crain per
day, but to use twc crews, one for switching, one for line operation—b^r
this solution would result in neither crew ; s time being fully utilized (yet
they would receive a day f s pay). The alternative, of two trains per day,
resulted in better utilization of time, plus ing two significant
advantages; loaded cars would be moved to the n more quickly and
per diera ind ersptir- - .it ii i :.•_,. (There are two freight
trains a day each way "f cars, iaytime iUPi, one at night [BNJ.)
Furth. t the junc be to hold the number
of cats uhat were being bandied; &i ad to bulla another
half mile of siding, and is now prodding the BH to extend the siding still
mor e
.
Thus the decision was made in 1968 i:o go s trains. While this was
possible with the two diesels (both of which were ne ?n both trains), i
left inadequate time for diesel maintenance— and thus a third unit was
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es3ential
—
particu. as by the was obvious that rebuilding of the
diesels was becoming necessary. A; noted, two diese.;. used en each train,
each engine alternating off the train for complete maintenance. On the
morning train, the crew begins switching at 4 AM, dis -ting the empties
that came in on the evening train and picking up the cars loaded the previous
day at one set of mills. (The lumber mills operate on a one shift basis.)
The train leaves for the junction about 8 AM, d off the loaded cars, and
picks up the empties left during the night. The night crew commences
switching at 4 ?M, distributing the cars brought in by the morning train,
reaching the other group of mills (typically those along the main line plus
Ochoco Lumber), the train leaving for the junction between 8 and 9 PM,
returning around midnight. Thus each crew works 8 to 8i hours. A four
man crew is used on one train, a five man crew on the other. Given the
extensive and complicated switching the line regards a four man crew as the
minimum, even if negotiations with the Transportation Union could lead
to an agreement for a smaller crew. Each crew does both switching and line
operation.
Part of the switching he : empties to
get them into proper sequence for each mill; pa it: involves placing the
empties and picking up the loaded cars at each mill. The inbound cars must
be placed on the appropriate sidings. The outbound cars must be segregated
between Union Pacific and Burlington Northern traffic, a task performed by
those two roads prior to April, 1974.
Currently the trains are taking about 20 cars out on each run, or
roughly 40 cars a day.
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Lumber Traf
At ie^st 90 percent of the tr. : f directly related to the 1
industry. There are five element
1. Outbound traffic I aber— 2 by 4a, this,
particularly Louisiana Pacific ani ts, is shipped
on flat cars
.
2. Outbound traffic
,
now argest Ltem This is
shipped entirely in boxcars.
Outbound traffic in chips—bark, si tap wood, whi< i goes
primarily to hardboard Longview area.
4. Outbound traffic in lugs, a new type of traffic within the last
year, These are cull logs, shipped to the Portland area by
Veyerhauser for chipping.
5. Inbound rough lumber} mostly from California, for mi 11work
production. This moves on MIT rates.
Lumber production is primarily from cutting or: Forest Service land;
the cut in recent years in the Ochoco National Forest has been as follows:
Year Million Board i'eet
1969 . 9
1970 118.1
1971 133.4
1972 157 .
4
197 3 163.6
Of this, in 1973, about 27 million board feet from the Snow Mountain
area went to Burns, the rest to Prineville; on the other hand, about 30 million
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board feet is cut: from privately-owned timber land in the area, most of it
owned by Ochoco Lumber Company. Some logs are trucked in from the Mt. Hood
area, but the quantity is not great. The output currently is from 80 to
85 percent pine, but pine Is being overcut; over time the percentage of
pine is about 70. Dead logs are brought in over a wide area for the stud
plant, which produces 2 by 4 studs from dead logs. The area does not
supply adequate rough lumber for the millwork operations, and thus rough
lumber is shipped in by rail from ether lumber producing centers.
There are currently seven major mills:
1. Ochoco Lumber Company, a producer of rough lumber only, much of
which is sold to COIN. The firm is partially owned by Collins Pine Company.
2. Pine Products, including the Prineville Stud Mill, a locally-owned
company and the pioneer producer.
3. Hudspeth Mill, a family-owned business, which also operates a
mill in the John Day area, now only a prodvicer of rough lumber.
4. Consolidated Pine, a producer of both rough lumber and millwork,
owned by New York investors.
5. Louisiana Pacific, the only large outside firm to operate in the
area. It purchased the oill of Prineville Forest Products Company, which
had closed down after about four years of operation. The mill produces
only rough lumber, including railroad ties.
6. COIN Millwork, which has developed over the last 15 years from a
small enterprise to a major millwork producer, all of the lumber being purchased
7. Clear Piue Moulding, also a millwork firm only.
All of these firms are located on the rail line, and all ship primarily
by rail. Some millwork goes out by truck, particularly to points in the
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norchwest, but this is a negligible part of the total. Virtually no lumber
goes out by truck except on a rar^ back The chips are shipped entirely
by rail, but some sawdust is trucked to Bend, 35 miles away.
There are two small lumber firms that do not ship by rail—a new juniper
log mill, and Burnett Box Company, which produces box shook for the fruit
industry.
In addition to these, Weyerhauser, which has no m i the . ships
out cull logs.
The Deschutes National Forest has not been affected by the tussock moth,
which has played havoc in eastern Oregon, The last fire of any consequence
was in 1968, but all the timber was salvaged.
The Future of the Lumber Traffic. The extremely heavy reliance of the
railroad upon the lumber traffic is not at all surprising; the railroad
was built in part in the hope that lumber mills would be built in Prineville,
and this result was attained. But there has been some concern, on the part
of the railroad management arid he city government over the years, of the
effects on the railroad of a sharp decline in lumber production. When there
was one less mill than there now is—in L966— it was widely believed that
there, was one more mill than the timber cut could support. Currently the
mills are not operating to capacity—but they do well financially as long as
lumber prices are high. has been some downturn in the last two months
because of the decline in housing starts, but percentage wise this is not
great.
The current output of lumber depends primarily upon Forest Service
policies in the area with regard to sale of timber. At the moment the
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Forest Service is operate plan involving some planned over-
cutting; a^ .r.ventory of timber - -ting
plan will be announced; it j.ear wl 5 will involve more or
less cutting. In general, however, both the Forest Service and privately
held tiruber lands in the area are operating at least a sustaining
yieia basis., a lus no d: output—and therefore in railroad
traffic—is likely.
Lumber Rates The rates en 1 the midwest and east are the
same from all points in central Oregon being a party to the
joint rates. Prineville therefore is on the same rate basis as competing
main line shipping points. The road has id serious complaint against
the major roads over the race division, and the adequacy of the division is
supported by the good profits the road has made in the last two decades.
The opening of the Chemult. Gateway in 1968 has increased the
flexibility •: ppers in the self. of route stances
meant freight rates for the pers.
The primary trouble over rate --tn- - of the few major
controversies between the railroad and a major shipper—arose when COIN
Millwork began to bring in lumber from outside, Most of the competing
mills are on main lines; the lumber cooes I tk Ls rallied, and goes on its way
When the Great Northern completed its line from Bend into California
in 1931, this made it possible to ship lumber to the southwest via Klamath
Falls. But the Great Northern would not open the Chemult Gateway on lumber
traffic to the southwest because it wished to insure a longer haul via the
Columbia River. One bizarre consequence was that rough lumber coming from
northern California had to be routed via Portland instead of on the short
routs via Klamath Falls.
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wlthout backhaul. But the lumber g into Pri.r for milling has
to come in over the a in again. Originally there, was a 10 cent
per 100 rate additional ch > COIN found intolerable. Following
extended negotiations in 1966, and severe criticism of the railroad by the
shippers, the differential was reduced to 2 cents. But this transit charge
goes to the main line roads, and the City of Prineville management argues
that too great a concession was made in that it is not breaking, even on the
transit traffic, and that the MIT charge should accrue to it, not to the
main line roads. On the other hand, COIN Hillwork is of great importance
to Prineville, and given the overall profitable situation of the railroad,
the concessions on MIT traffic can be justified on the basis of community
development
.
There has long been discussion of a paper or hardboard plant in
Prineville and this has been revived with the establishment of the Louisiana
Pacific mill. Such a plant would end the outbound traffic in chips but
create some inbound traffic in chip i and outbound traffic in the products of
the new pl^nt. But apart from thi
, the mill would be an important source
of employment in the commu ity.
The Agricultural Traf
The agricultural traffic once the mainstay of the railroad, has
declined in importance. In the last two decades, the potato traffic has
declined after being relatively stable for a long period; the output has
been down in the Last two years but is now coming up again. Increased
quantities have been trucked, since virtually all go to west coast markets,
80 percent to California, the i o the northwest. Prineville potatoes,
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russets comparable to those in Idaho, are of high quality but come into the
market somewhat later than those of competing areas. The primary shipper is
Pacific Fruit and Produce, wit ,'arehouse located on the railroad line
near COIN Millwork. Some potatoes are now going to the Gourmet Foods plant in
Metolius for processing (Tatertots, here is not much
increased rail traffic, in p :-.
.
.in Crook County
By far the most important farm product' is livestock, almost entirely
cattle (Table III). There is little fattening; primarily the area is a
supplier of feeder stock, shipped by truck to the midwest for fattening.
The advantages of truck shipment for livestock, even over long distances, is
so great that the railroads are essentially out of this traffic entirely.
Primarily the cattle are fed on the range and with hay, barley, and other
crops grown locally; relatively little feed is brought in ( 9 cars in 1973)
and some of this by truck. The are. of hay— the second
most important crop, d< *ise, but tl ruck to tl
Willamette Valley and has not been a .=. ic for years.
Some wheat is shipped out, most of y to Th lalles by truck for
shipment to Portland :.re is rer has been—an elevator
in Prineviile. Wheat from M Loser to The Dalles
but having elevators, is i -ail to Portland. The major increases
in acreage in recent years are in alfalfa hay. ; the agri-
cultural production is on irrigated land—wheat ample yields 100 to
110 bushels per acre, compared to figures as low as 15 in some of the non-
igated areas north o on.
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The other major crop is mint, the area producing both roots for' planting
and oil (which is distilled by the farmers from the lea This is not
a source of rail traffic.
Unlik: rrigated »rovides little rail
traffic: in fertilizer ingredients. Virtually ill dry;
is brought in already blended, some by rail, some by truck. There is no
blending plant, and no movement in Large capacity hopper cars, as has occurred
elsewhere.
Manufac tu
r
ed Good
s
In earlier years the line, in common with other carriers in the period,
handled substantial LCL merchandise traffic. This was taken over by trucks
in the late twenties; in 1934 the city placed a tax on truck shipments, in
an effort to protect the railroad tra c, but because of protests
this was immediately repealed. There was likewise some inbound traff
•
in manut gh the volume was nc
size of the city and the Fact that Bend retained its position, gaj r 1910,
as the dominant wholesale c . the area. *ere several major types:
1. Automobiles . se of multideck open cars, which
require rather exper s.
2. Ceme ,-er by trucl
3. Petroleum. Phi ; was one of the last area! country to receive
gasoline . . fuel LI, on th< lajor companies
in the area, Standard of Calif irs
has this traffic be( i
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TABLE V
TRAFFIC, CITY OF PRINEVILLE RAILWAY, 1973 , TONS AND REVENUE
Commodity Group
Originated
Tons
Terminated Total
Revenue
Farm Products
Food
Textile Products
Lumber and Lumber Products
Furniture
Paper
Chemicals
Petroleum Products
Rubber products
Stone, gravel, etc.
Machinery, incl. electric
Waste, scrap
Total
1,136
354,225
355,561
278 1,614 $ 4,800
248 248 789
22 22 89
60,553 414,778 713,443
27 27 150
210 210 992
242 242 O/i
4,060 4,060 5,626
2,200 2,200 13,039
450 450 782
74 74 4C"
369 369 2,065
68,733 424,294 742,426
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A limited amount of LP gas still comes in, but the total volume used has
dropped sharply since a natural ga > pipeline was extended to the area in
the late sixties.
Apart from various .niscellaneous items, partly equipment for the mills,
which continues, one new major source of traffic has developed, namely, in
automobile rires. In 1969 a major Pacific Northwest tire distributor,
Schwab, located its warehouse in Prineville and ships in an average of
about three cars a week and even ships out a few carloads.
The road has never developed facilities for handling piggyback traffic,
although this has been considered on several occasions. The present
management is convinced that the potential traffic is so limited that the
additional expense would not be warranted.
The city administration has long been Interested in diversification of
the railway traffic and increasing the economic base of the community.
Obtaining the tire distribution activity was one step. Some years ago the
railway acquired property for an industrial park but no development has
yet occurred; the city is now having a survey made of potential industrial
development with EDA financing. Some interest has been expressed by potato
processing firms, and there has long been talk of a hardboard mill.
In general, while the railway may experience some decline in lumber
traffic, for the foreseeable future the prospective traffic is certainly
adequate for profitable operation of the line. The success of COIN Millwor*.
and the smaller remanufacturing firms in developing Prineville into a major
millwork center lessens the dependence of the community on lumber output—
e
if it brings the railway a substantial volume of low-profit MIT traffic.
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Very little of the road's present traffic is vulnerable to truck
competition.
Earnings
Table VI shows the net revenue from railway operations over
the history of the railroad. After 14 years of losses (1924-38, except 1929)
the road has shown a profit in every year except 1945, when the heavy
maintenance expenditures produced the largest deficit in the road's history.
(This is a somewhat misleading figure since much of the expenditure was
necessary to eliminate deferred maintenance.) A high of $165,000 earnings was
reached in 195$; this was followed by some decline as lumber production
fell for a period. As traffic increased, the profits rose again, reaching
a new high of $223,000 'in 1973. This is a return on book value of about
20 percent, well over 100 percent on salvage value, but no more than an
average return on replacement cost.
Table III shows the major items of expenditures over the last decade.
It should be noted that total operating expenses rose almost as rapidly as
total operating revenues (partly, < : course, because wage levels rose
faster than freight rates). Costs of train operation more than doubied
and net rent increased almost fourfold (partly because of revision of per
diem rates). Maintenance of equipment and general expenses lagged behind
revenue.
Throughout the decade the maintenance of way
expenditures have been only about half as great as the train operating
expenses—in contrast to the Belfast and Moosehead Lake and to most relatively
light traffic lines. This is partly due to the fact that maintenance had not
been deferred.
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TABLE VI
Revenues, Expenditures, Earnings and Traffic
City of Prineville Railway
—
1919-1974
Year Operating Operating Net Railway Ton Mixes Revenue
Revenues Expen. ^3 Operating Income issengers
($000' s) ($000*s). ($000'$) (000' s)
1919 34 23 10' 204 8804
1920 49 37 12 245 15213
1921 36 34 2 175 9248
1922 38 37 2 180 9319
1923 41 35 6 250 7796
1924 33 42 - 9 225 2152
1925 30 42 - 12 207 2173
1926 30 35 - 7 235 1197
1927 27 28 - 1 257 556
1928 28 30 - 2 231 562
1929 32 31 231 464
1930 21 27 - 6 171 165
1931 19 24 - 5 164 152
1932 16 21 5 152 36
1933 14 19 - 5 114 650
1934 •14 19 5 L59 147
1935 15 22 j ™ 143 33
1936 18 21 _ 275 17
1937 26 40 - 15 330 52
1938 41 48 - 11 699 45
1939 78 67 6 1718 6
1940 105 70 27 ~ 2042 -'-•
1941 129 65 56 2563 —
1942 148 84 53 3041 -—
1943 122 89 24 2476 —
1944 141 112 1? 2777 ——
1945 103'
'
168 — .go 2444 ""•••*
1946 152 136 9 2557 —
1947 191 170 5 3247 —
—
1948 270 204 47 3529 —
1949 334 227 81 3723 —
1950 393 2BT ' " 8~5~~ '4847
1951 417 257 142 5014 —
1952 374 222 136 4446 —
1953 371 214 138 4363 ——
1954 406 241 14 4704 —
1955 405
'-"
244 "' 141
" 47W
1956 357 248 85 3902 —-«•
1957 . 346 192 126 3646 ~~
1958 395 198 165 4246 —
1959 390 214 149 4328
— ~*
1960 306 192
~ 80'
" yzwr~ <»—
1961 330 211 71 3657 *"•
1962 351 215 104 4252 —
1963 376 227 123 466
1
—
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Operating Operating Net Railway Ton Miles Revenue
Year Revenues Expenses Operating Income Passengers
($000's) ($000's) ($000\s) (OOO's )
1965 364 235
1966 372 253
1967 363 252
1968 450 258
1969 466 288
1970 557 296
1971 665 371
1972 688 421
1973 751 422
1964 332 219 89' 4403^ 4TX9-
87 5056
75 5112
156 6600
131 6476
2T3 7T5T
231 7488
181 7057
233 7784
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Relative Costs Per Ton Mile
Costs per ton mile were calculated for Class II railroads for 1968, the
last year for which the I. C. C. published Class II data. Such comparisons are not
entirely satisfactory because the conditions under which the roads operate
differ so greatly. But they are of some comparative value. Taxes are
excluded; a return on estimated salvage value is included. Table IV indicates
the costs for a group of roads with comparable distance (12 to 37 miles) and
traffic volume (200 to 400 thousand ton miles per mile of line).
TABLE VIII
COS'TS PER TON MILE, SELECTED CLASS II RAILROADS, 1968
City of Prineville
Lake Erie, Franklin and Clarion
Raritan River
Wharton and Northern
Bonhomie and Hattiesburg Southern
Eastern Tennessee and Western North Carolina
Mississippi and Skuna Valley
Valdosta Southern
Angelina and Neches River
Montana Western
Santa Maria Valley
Ton Miles
Length
Miles
per Mile
of line
Cost Per
Ton Mile
18
(000's)
367 4.4
15 * 245 9.8
17 385 14.7
16 261 3.5
27 289 •3.8
12 321 9.4
22 261 1.9
27 203 6.5
12 361 20.4
14 208 8. -j
18 398 8.8
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The City of Prineville is fourth from the lowest in £ 11;
while this is not conclusive, it si *gests that the : of operation
is relatively high.
Financial Rela tionship with the. City
As noted, the city provided the initial funds, through bond issues, for
construction of the line, and paid the interest on the bonds, about $19,000
a year, or 2/3 of the total city expenditure. The figure was ultimately
reduced through refunding after the city defaulted in 1930. The last of
the bonds were paid off in 1963. About $66,000 additional money was
advanced by the city to cover deficits, primarily in the 1924-1939 period.
Since 1945 the city has received $2,563,480, about $1 million of this in the
last decade. The railway earnings have in recent years been yielding about
one third of the total general fund receipts, and roughly four times as much
as the property tax. Year by year figures are given in Table V.
Analysis of the use of these earnings over the years suggests that the
result has .been a somewhat higher level of city expenditures, especially
on capital improvements, than woulc otherwise have occurred, and definitely
lower tax rates. From 1964 to 1963 inclusive the railway earnings allowed
the city to avoid all property taxes. (Other governmental units in the area
of course imposed property taxes.)
During the period 1945-1967 inclusive, the net profits totalled $2,102,756:
of this $1,641,011 was paid to the city and the remaining added to reserve
(about half) and used for improvements to the railway. In the period 1967-i 1
the net earnings from railway operation were $1, 223,000, of which $833,000 was
paid to the city, the remaining $400,000 being used for railway improvements.
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TABLL XX
Prineville Municipal eipts the Sailvny
• 1968
nnd Property Taxes
Year*
Railway
Contribution
1935
1936
1337
1938
1939
1940
194]
1942**
19 '-3
1945
19+6
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
]952
1953
195'
1955
1956
1957
1958
195<>
1960
196
)
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
_1967
( 1966
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
-2,275
-2,275
-2,275
-2
"2
-2
12
10
15
10
-15
2)
8
42
42
50
63
75
120
120
120
90
80
86
90
80
79
79
92
108
121
80
95
115
115
127
150
1.50
150
275
275
500
575
425
000
o
966
521
ooo
000
000
000
ooo
0043
000
000
000
000
000
000
327
600
000
000
000
000
873
000
000
000
City Property
Tax Levy
Cdol 1 a i s)
13,
16
17 ,060
17 ,688
18 ,319
19 ,905
22 ,663
11 ,67/'
12 ,932
13 ,621
1-4
.
*&%
25 ,129
'l* ,838
ib ,597
"7
,
>62
28 '93
30,,511
6 590#
48
,
I ? 1 *
48 9S2#
50. 1 1 5#
28 ,513
43 , 9 2 -
»5, 8 V
47, 799#
30, 934
37, 831V
29, 719
29, 779
28,779 :
30 , 000
31,000
31,448
34,937
35,000
40, 000
City Property
Tax Rate
28.8
37.5
37.9
38.1
36.0
33.3
33.9
14.5
1.5
15.1
1 5 .
2
26.0
2 5.
21.
C
18.5
17.8
17.3
22.1
21.0
21.9
21.6
12.0
17.7
19.0
19./
8.7
10.3
7.7
7.7
u
o
$1.40 per 1000
1.40 per 1000
1.59 per 1000
1.37 per 1000
1.35 per 1000
1.25 per 1000
1.20 per 1000
* Calendar year prior to 1942; fiscal year ending in year indicated thereafter,
**First six months.
'\ Including special park levy: $1,000, 1960; $8,000, 1961; $15,000 other
I i \;\w .
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TABLE %
Financial Statistics. City of Prineville Railway
1917-1973
H
Kecessary Earnings
Excess of
Earnings Bate oi:
- Liabilit Rate of Necessary froias B .Over Hec«5S- Return on
Year Investment to City Return Return Operations sary Beturn Investaunt
1917 100,000 •?- 6
1918 200,000 200,000 6 6,000 n,,e c-H- -6,000 -
1919 285,000 1,000 6 17,460 10,350
"
-4,110 6
1920 324,016 334,126 6 20 ,048 12,08 7*967 3.0
192.1 342,093 6 20,526 2,2 -18,261
1922 325,034 361,372 6 21,682 5.U1 - 16 ,
5
I§23 210 380,0! 6 22,804 5,956 -16,848 1
1924 327,391 397,088 6 .73
; 825 -9,403 -33,228 -2,9
.1925 325,499 428,424 6 25,705 -11,979 •37, 684 -3
1926 325^499 466,108 6 27
s
966 -6 •34,63 i
1927 335,499 510,745 6 30,645 -1,373 12,018 - u4
1928 327,979 535,243 6 32,114 -2 6
1929 335,349 576,603 6 34,608 370 -34,21 ,0
1930 335,349 611,041 5 36,662 -6 -43,449 -2,0
193
1
335 , 3* 654,490 6 39,269 -4,949 44,2 -1
1932 335,348 698.707 27,948 -5 ,,400 -33,34-3 -l„fi
1933 335, 348 2,055 9,282 -5,139 -34,«
1934 335,399 766,527 30 ,661 -4,519 -35,180 -1,4
1935 335,399 801,707 32,068 •6,871 -38 j, 939 -2
1936 335*378 840,625 33,625 ;39 -«,©
193~ 3?.?. ,278 863,9] 4 34,556 - 15 184 -49,740
1938 371,025 962,40a *,496 -10,509 -49,01
1939 373,438 1 ,013 t: 40,553 6,335 -34,218
1940 37^: ,053,052 42 26,668 %^54
1941 5,091 ,144 . m y 5
3942 433,906 I 4 44,456 5-: 8,4 12,2
1943 433,908 I .103 ,,005 d 44, i; 24,32 -
1944 433,908 I ,122,803 U 44,912 16'„883 -28,029 3.9
1945 453,069 ,169,9« 4 46 800 -79 3 792 -126,592 -17..6
1946 462,300 I .305,816 4 s 233 8,3 43,856 1
• 1947 459.9^6 I ,347,288 4 53,892 5,,- -4(
1948 489,028 1 ,328, 182 4 53,1 46,531 « 9.5
1S49 495,580 *. ,341,130 4 53,645 81,050 05 4
' 1950 539,024 1 ,40? s 369 4 56,295 84.574 28,279 14.4
-8" end of year
negligible
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X mtd.)
Financial Statistics, City of Prineville Railway
1917-1973
C D E
Nsr. Exce&e of
Recess Sard Earaicgs Rate of
Liability E«te of H«CCa B&Ty : Over Steces- ftefcara ots
Veer Investment to City Eetura Return Ope -jfritioa» eery Returns Ifive-iftakeci
1951 611,610 1,401,676 4 56,01 142,065 85 „ 998
1952 623,714 & 1 327 j, j?o2 4 54 135 2 P 543 21 8
1953 647,037 l
r,268 v 562 4 50 1 ,582 86,840 21,3
1954 657,929 X 8 192^614 4 47 , 704 [45*533 97,829 I
A
1955 7Gi
fl
871 1 ,138 6 726 4 45,549 141,044 95,495 20 „1
1956 708,306 1*049 666 5 52,483 85,422 32..^39 12-1
195? 712*333 i D020,754 5 51,038 125,924 74,886
1953 741 s 607 975,142 5 4S„?5? 165,182 116^425 22
1959 725, £62 842,372 5 42,119 149*214 107 „095 20 6
1960 730,945 740,950 5 37 ,048 79,409 2,361 10 9
1961 712,454 680 v 108 5 34 ,005 ?0 9714 36,709 9,9
1962 714,492 645,437 5 32,272 104,258 t ,986 6
1963 720, 7?5 579,734 5 2S E 98? ^fi Tit 94,240 17
1964 735 S0X£ 499,731 5 24 s 986 89,41? 64,431 o 2
1965 746,714 447,002 22 , 350 95,201 /2 S851 12
1966 753,010 380,447 5 19,022 86,6 67,676 lt„5
1967 768,264 328,000 6 22,326 75,000 52,000 9.8
1968 800,000 1 192,000 6 19,680 156,000 136,000 19.5
1969 850,974 73, 0C 6 11,520 131,000 119,000 15.4
1970 868,910 3S , 000 6 4,380 216,000 212,000 24.8
1971 952,331 377,G00cr 6 - 8,280 a 231 , 000 239,000 24.3
1972 V)40,270 581,000cr 6 -22,620 a 181,000 204,000 17,4
1973 V>87,351 849,000cx 6 -34,850 a 233,000 268,000 21.4
The columns show the following data:
Investment as reported on the books of the railroad.
Amount advanced to the railroad by the city, with compounded interest.
Rate of return assumed as necessary figure.
Earnings necessary to cover necessary return rate on liability to the city.
Net earnings from the railroad.
Rate of return on reported investment.
net credit
earnings on net credit
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The decisions about r.he allocation of earnings are made by the city council,
taking into consideration the railway manager, the city administrator , and
others.
These calculations, however, ignore the t factor, and do not
take into consideration the interest foregone on city funds advanced to the
railway. The data in Table X provide this adjustment, showing year to year, the
total city investment in the line, the necessary return on this figure at current
interest rates, and the difference between this necessary return and the actual
earnings. If the earnings are less than the necessary return, the liability to
the city increases. With the exception of 1941 and 1942, the liability to the city
continued to rise from 1917 to 1948; from Lb.. c on the figure fell conti-
nuous until in 1971 the entire liability was cleared; since that time, the city's
net gain from the railway has risenrapidly, by the end of 1973 reaching
$849,000.
In the last year, part of the gain from the railway profit has been
offset by a reduction in Federal revenue sharing funds. One factor in the alloca-
tion formula is tax effort; since the city taxes are very low, and the
U. S. Treasury refuses tc ird the railway earnings as constituting pay-
ments in lieu of taxes, the loss to the city in t, 5 fiscal year
is $55,000— the difference between $80,000
The City and Railway Policy
•The railway is an integral parr of the city government, the finances
carried in a separate fund, comparable to the scree nd and the sewer
fund. Total annual gross expenditures of the railway are roughly the same
as the general fund expenditures. The annual r get is determined
by the city council, but is prepared by the railway in cooperation with the
city administrator.
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The city council delegates ge ion of rail oiicy to a
imber committee of 1, know the ; ' ich,
like other council cobs s, makes recot;; ans to ;ouncii.
fact, the ission and I >nd approving the budget
considering major items of policy, hav« ft the m >ment of the
railway to the manager, who is seit co LI. During much of the.
history of the road, -here has e discord between the council and
the manager. After the . nt of C. C. McG In 1967, however, the
two succeeding managers d ve some disputes with the c ; , as noted
beio%. These dispiH *ver, are isolated events in the history of the
road. On the whole management decisions have been left to the manager, the
council members and the administrator realizing . they are not experts
in railway operation- The city has recently reestablished a Shippers
Advisory Committee, with c atlon from five of the >r shippers.
nagement
The road has now had a total of igers, but twe oi: these served
nbined total of 44 Llson, had si
stantial railroad experience with ia Southern (the Union Pacific 's
Sherman Coun n active in the efforts to have the
railroad built. He died . 4. and the council selected another local
mail. C. W. Woodruff, a graduate in . leering, who had experience in
surveying )n of loggi and was currently resident
engineer for the Oregon State Highway Department in Prineville. Woodruff,
able and conscientious, had had little experience with railroad operation.
Prineville shift the city management form of government in 1967.
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To him fell the very thankless task of nursing the railroad through the
horror yeais of the depression. B; t when traffic recovery came and the road
proved unable to cope with it, the council ousted Woodruff and brought in
an outsider, C. C. McGlenn, also a civil engineering graduate, who had
spent most of his career with the Great Northern., at the time being in
charge of the branch lines of that road in the Kalispeil region. McGlenn
proved to be an extremely able manager and built the road up to highly
efficient levels. His relations with the council were good and also with the
shippers, except for one dispute over MIT rates.
With McGlenn* s retirement came management problems, the details of
which have not been revealed publicly. He was succeeded by 0. £. Wilson,
the road's auditor, who had been with the line for 20 years. Wilson, however,
soon felt frustrated in the job and some persons felt that he was less well
suited for a management position than he was as the auditor. After two years
he resigned to become general manager of the Klamath Northern Railway.
Again the council, after advertisii ught In an outsider with long
railroad experience, kolaus, i he Apache Railroad in Arizona,
primarily also a lumber carrier. Again, relations with the council proved
to be unsatisfactory, and after two years he was ousted. His replacement,
Reed Johnson, has had many years experience, originally with the Sumpter
Valley in eastern Oregon and in more recent years as manager of the Hood
River Railroad (absorbed ultimately by the Union Pacific)
.
Fhe Employee
s
Lectio employees is left enti the manager. Prior to 1940
employees were non-union and paid on a flat monthly basis, like other
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city employees. In that year the train operating I were organized
by the Railway Brotherhoods, which #ere recognized by the railroad. Later
the maintenance employees ji the Brotherhood in what field- In general
standard wage rates have been paid- There been Little dispute
between the management and the brotherhoods- The oti were not
organized until 1967, when shop emploj joined tl Lneers
Union (not a railroad union). When t demands were not me: in 1974,
the union called a strike, shutting down the railroad for three days. Had
the strike continued the entire mill operations would have come to a halt.
Following injunctions, negotiations were resumed and the dispute settled.
Later the office employees joined the same union and agreement was reached
in June of 1974,
Salaries and wages during 1973-74, as shown in the 1974-75 budget were
as follows:
Foreman-, tenance of way 28
;dman, cenance of • %5
Track worker (4) 11,78;
Ha- ( chanic 15,590
Machinii 11,045
t helper, part t: 2,320
Assistant audit: 10,2
Billing clerk \, 6,8
Station agent
Engineer (2) 15,697
Fireman
Conductc 81
Brakeman
Manag- it,
Audit
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Where there is mon i one employee in a given category, the figure
was obtain-rd arithmetically; the v rious persons may receive, different,
amounts.
The range of wages and salaries among the various employees is extremely
small.
General Summary
The building of the railroad by the city has proven to be one of the
most successful investments a city has ever made. After the hard years of
the late twenties and thirties, the road has proven to be highly successful
financially and a source of substantial revenue to the city
—
part of which has
been used to make the city a more attractive one, But of greater importance,
the railroad has enabled Prineville to become the major lumber production
center of central Oregon, outdistancing Bend, which was the original center.
Without the railroad, the Ochoco logs would have been trucked to Redmond and
other rail points, at substantially high , all cosn. In addition, the
railroad has enabled the city to become a. major millwork center; this would
have been impossible without' the railroad because of the importance of MIT
privileges for this activity. And the railroad made it possible for the city
to become a distributing center for tires, and possibly in the future for
other commodities as well. Another future possibility is hardboard products,
which would not be possible without a railroad. On the other hand, the road
has proven to be of little continuing importance for agriculture, once, the
major source of traffic. By the nature of agriculture In the area, most of
the crops are either consumed locally by livestock, which in turn is trucked
out, or it is supplied to markets within truck range, such as Portland and
the Willamette valley.

MUNIC] LWAY 1
By f2 2d
by the Village of East y, populs' in southea Wiscoi
36 miles southwe: Milwauk
metropoii
town, in the rolling hill country o i ine exter
six miles from the village to Mukwo/
.
. connect.; with the ma
line of the See Line, a subsidiar -..adian Pacific, from ( . to
Minneapolis (Figure 5).
Developm ent
Unlike the other two lines, this road was not built by the municipality
,
but was taken over to prevent abandonment. e line was hail*- in 1907 by
The Milwaukee Electric Railway and tnpany tor of the
Milwaukee street car ai m line Lnterurban ra'
road out of Milwaukee, c g passengers o ine used a grade
that had been built in 1856-5? for the Milwaukee and Beloit Railroad, a
never completed. Serv.i- i December 13, -on of
the ir ban was planned t ioit, . additional track was
ever built. Until the coming of the au bile the line handled c arable
cor and shopping traffic to Milwau and some resort traffic west-
bound. It was not- a hea affic rout; .ervice was -ted
eve o hours in the peak years, As East Troy had • ailroad,
i carried the TJ. S. mail, and in 19.15 commenced to de freight
service.
In 1938 TMER asked permission to aband< e East Troy line.
Passenger service ended August 13, 1939 an< rtly - ack
The author is indebted to Mrs. Doris Peters* -Treasurer
of East Troy; to members of the Railroad Committee; to >f Trent
Stainless Steel Tube Company ; and to the Wisconsin Department of Transportation
for supplying copies of trhe annual reports.
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east ot Mukvonago was torn up. The shippers of East Troy were greatly
concerned about the loss of freight service ft by tl
iiage was proposed. One June 27, 1939, the voters of the ipproved
the purchase, by a vote of 377 to 14. The purchase price was $10,000.
Under the agreement with TMER, the latter agreed to iease back the line
for $400 a year and operate it—as it did : 10 years. In 1949 TMER
terminated the lease, as it was in the process of moving out of the trans-
port field. The village commenced to operate the railv self, purchasing
the electric freight motor, M15, with which TMER had operated the line,
TMER had been a party to joint rates; these were caucelled when the village
commenced to operate its own line-
—
partly because the village sought to
avoid the billing complications. The Soo agreed to pay a flat sum per car to
the village line. For thirty years, the old electric motor did all of the
road's work, and might well have continued tc do so yet. But in 1969 the tow
largest industry, a manufacturer of steel tubing, undertook a major expansion
of its plant, for which i> id raj /ice; .^. of about a mile
was required, and the decision was .aad, :-ctrify this line but to
obtain dlesel power. A usee; on diesei was acquired* but at first
used only when the ste t was si ntuaily, because
the trolley inst«~;
I
iced the electric
motor, for ail sc- d below, the Leal system
is still .erating condition.
This early history of the lint ;xsed on the account in Joseph M. Canfield,
TM - The Mi lwaukee Ele Railway and Light Co. (Chicago: Central Electric
Railfans Association, 1972).
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Use of the
In 1972, the Wise -way Histori<
organization made up of persons interest :he history of ele
railways and preservation of eqi at, concluded an i nt wil
Village of East Troy to ope: er the line, as a I i
attraction rather than as a cor r. During the sumnn ire
run on hour and a half int Lly; during most of the re ; . only
on weekends. Cars operate from East Troy to a point about one mile <a
of MukwonagG, where th. torical Society has located a : old
Iway equipment- Service is currently pro\ with > :
that originally operated ago North Shore Fh
Society pays the village' a portion of all the fares (current.; : .'. '': I
adults) collected; thi anted tc $5,285 in 1973. :he Socie
has renovated the electric system, which had been l
provides assistance for the freight trains with I motors
in the museum when the dies tervice. The Society has also
rebuilt portions c e tracl its i the
railway for the cost— but done Ly.
Current Equip
i
The princl :tric 300 hox
diesel, built in Jul 342, purchased second hand In 1969. in 1973 an
additional smaller diesel, 23 tons, was purchased for standby purposes 5 it
is capable of little more than switching ; :dual c • is not currently
90/90 - 2 GE 733, # 15278
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being used. The line owns no freight i md does not use a caboose.
Routine diesel maintenance is done by the operating crew and major work by
General Electric in Milwaukee.
The track is in minimally adequate condition for the purposes; and there
has been very little difficulty with derailments. The -ail is the original
75 pound rail installed by Milwaukee Electric in i but is not badly
bent. There were no tie plates in the original installation, but these
are being added as track is reconstructed. The major r he
swampy terrain through i much of the line passes. There are substantial
embankments, but no major bridges. The work of the Historical Society has
resulted in improvement of the poorest stretches of track.
The line has no maintenance employees, per se. The operating crew does
some maintenance work; some is being done currently by the Historical Society;
and occasionally work is contracted for with an outside firm.
Operation
The crew typically makes one trip to the junction daily, and occasionally
two if there are more cars than diesel can handle. Two to three loaded
cars a day is a typical pattern. Speed is limited to 10 ' hour,
but typically is 5 to 7 miles an hour. The Historical Society's passenger
car can get up to speeds as high as 25 miles an hour on the better portions
of the track, The freight train operates with a two-man crew— the road's
entire labor force.
Not infrequently the line handles 100 ton hopper cars of fertilizer
ingredients without difficulty—but of course at very low speeds.
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fic
Exact
traff
•
-rotate Commerce
reports fil< the Wd -.tain
this Information. Curren 500 c
30,000 s is a] atel} i :
lengti constructed north* . *•-
in the relevaa LI in ex< " the
The shippers inc
1. Trent Stainless Steel Tube ( >mpany, a sul try of Colt In ^s.
The firm manuf of si bing by a proce;
Trentveld, the tubing ng from pencil size e types u; • •- in the
aircrai nucleai , and . The f . ocated
in East Troy in 1941 with a relate ding,
:sion»
building a
botl
villag enlarg tory o;
deemed t erative. Curren: \t is recei\ ig
about: 50 cars a month. St
par- —particulai s primari
Pennsylva d a portion of the product goes out by rail. Some of the
tubing is -of such great length that it cannot he moved by highway; for
other shipments, particularly over longer distances, ra , ement is
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cheaper than track, and some ?mers prefer rail shipments. For current
operations, rail service is impera^ ive.
2. Baker Laboratories. This firm, many years the principal
shipper on the line, produces based baby (Dr. Baker's
Infant Formula), in both powder and liquid form. Thi cm was formerly
owned by Pfizer, but is now owned by a small group of em investors.
For many years it received some of its inbound shipment. these
are all received now bv truck, many coming from the surrounding area.
Outbound shipments of the product go primarily by rail, to points throughout
the United States.
3. Equity Go-op Feed and Fuel. This is the principal supplier of feed
in the area; some feed comes in by rail (but mostly by truck, over relatively
short distances). The firm's main elevator is not located on the rail line
(though not more than a block away) but its fertilizer blending and feed
plant was built on the rail line near the power
,
, and receives
feed and fertilizer ingredients by rail, much oi Ln 100 to- per cars.
4. East Troy Lumber Company, located near the Baker plant, has a
rail siding, and receives and other supplies by rail.
In addition two lar arras in the area bring in livestock feed in
bulk by rail.
Two important sources of traffic at the time the village *r the
railway have ;pear- etroleum products move by truck, oal is no
longer used to any extent. The important LCL merchandise traffic of
course long ago vanished in the early day;- ng.
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Or; he road has a reason.
inbound and outbound, unlike many laller raiiroa ndent
for its traffic upon 01 .s typ:
The shippers appear to veil satisfied with
line.
es
3 part;
small railroads). pay to the Soo v.
tariffs to or from Mukwonago. The vill iilway
as a terminal and switching road. I
for each car loaded and ten jrage oi r. Si
this produces an amount ina< cover , the
to an additional payment foi y are ge
railway, currently $16.50 inbound, $17
.
car, The ers
;ard this as an ace-: importance to them
of the operation, of the i Interline accounting is ived*
except the flat ai ->o. shippers have al
made donations for the :he diesi
Relation bh the ;ge
with the City of Prineville, the railway is operated as an integral
part of the village mment. A separate railway fund is employed
in the same fashion as water fund and the airport fund, The water
fund is in fact somewhat larger in annual expenditures than the railway fund. The
railroad is supervised by the Railroad Committee of the City Council
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up of members of the court. ^nager, as witl
two larger roads; the chairman of 'he Railroad Committee of the Counc
who has served in that ca:. for - ears, cc iosest to being
the manager, but he is not paid. The village c andles the accounts
for the railroad, bills the shippers, pays the •repares the
budget. there is no sharp d >n between Lroad and the city
administration, as there is with the other two lines.
Employees and Exp en
The railway has only two employees, the foreman and a helper, who
do all the work-—run the trains, maintain the d , do some track work,
keep the record of the cars picked up and delivered. In 1973, they were
paid a total of $13,776 in wages. The other major expenses were $11,673
for maintenance of way work other than that performed by the two employees,
and $.10,622 for equipment maintenance- Both these figures are tempoi
gh 2s a result of catching up on deferred mce. The only tax
iients are f. ilroad retirement system. 1 expenses
of railway operation, plus taxes, ere $41,498.
The revenue comes from t ources:
1. /,: switc anue received from the Soo $10,693
2. The "extra t —additional amounts, per c
paid to the village by the shippers 2 , 237
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3. Fares, from the Historical Society passenger operations 5,234
4. Miscellaneous, including demmurage (largely offset
by per diem payments), resale of electricity to the
Historical So< etc. y *
5. Transfer or subsidy from the villa 19,801
Railway ^_es
A summa finances from railway operation is as follows, for 1973:
Receipts
Expenditures 41,498
Deficit 20,574
The $20,000 deficit constitutes only about: 6 lie to
general fund expenditures of the villag
Typically in most years the village has been called upon to cover some
deficit for ailway
together venue and e:- data.
to 1968 with loss of traffic to trucks ar - n rose as a result of the Trent
traffic. Since the do. era! accept;
of the importance to ion oi Line, there appears
to be little opposition tued co1 deficit—-but is
ling that the bui taxpayer lot negligible. The rail
shi e the largest taxpayer immunity— thus in a sense they
are paying for the benefits received from retention of the line in the term
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of c taxes. The indiv- taxpayers, as a whole, appear to be willing
t0 tng the > of the importance of the railroad to
communil rd the support of the railroad as a necessary evil,
Th< CI were obtained from reports filed with tl
Wiscons asttission. The reports since 1969 show only
receipts. The 19 do not reconcile easily with those of the 1973
report o.; the railroad fund shown in Table XII because of differences in
accounting.
Casual observation suggests that the village holds down the costs cf
operation of the railway very satisfactorily. The cost per ton mile
is estimated to be about 16 cents—a figure that is not particularly high
for a line of six miles in length, with the large terminal and switching
activities. But on the other hand, it would appear that the amounts being
received from the Soo are small compared to the rate division that the
road would probably enjoy if it were a party to joint rates. Expansion of
Trent has increased the traffic of toad; given' the importance of the
line to Trent, the large: as try, there appears—despite the lack of
careful cost-benefit analysis—to be little q>uesfcion about the wisdom of
continuing to operate the line at a deficit--hut adequate payment from the
Soo should reduce the defies Ly.
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TABLE XI
POPULATION, VII 3T TROY
1930-1970
Year Population
1930 800
1940 925
1950 1,052
1960 1,455
1970 1,711
SOURCE: U. S. Census volumes
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LICAX10NS 03
-nee v, ailroad <
substantial ::uring the organization
of the northeast railroads, as wel parts of the country.
The following conclusions are warranted from :e:
1. A ipal govern oerate a railr
effectively and efficiently. Under vet tvironments and cir-
cumstances, these es have opt railroads for long
periods of time, through years of adversity as *ell as relative prosper!
2. While direct comparison of 111
difficult, given the great v ;y of condition nts of costs per
ton mile and general o. of operatin st that these
three railroads operate at lower cost than is typical for railroads of
comparable volume and length.
3. A municipal line is unc to hold ci iovn..
Management seeks to make a Impression on the c idaiinistration. The
latter and the city council seek to minimize deficits ox maximize profits
In order to hold taxes provide maximum municipal services.
4. Shippei I he efficiency of th< e is h hly
favorable. •; tiev i L3 i
i with operation
and service; the only Lated to
milling in transit rates. The principal shipper on Sast Troy line
praised the cooperation and detailed
interviews were not made with shippers on East line, the general
ression was one of - ttitude.
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5. Continued operation of all three lines over the years appears to
have been clearly warranted. The ^rineville line has justified itself on a
strict private profit making basis. More significantly, it has enabled
Prineville to develop as a major lumber and millwork center, which would have
been impossible without a railroad. There are national gains as well as
community ones, since Prineville was clearly a more efficient location
for the mills than points on other rail lines in the area. The city has
continued to grow; it is an attractive city with a strong municipal pride
—
all of which would have been impossible without the railway. While Belfast
not grown significantly over the years, the continuation of the railroad
facilitated Belfast's becoming a major poultry raising area by allowing the
bringing in of poultry feed at low cost. The railroad has made possible
other activities in the area as well, particularly production of fertilizer
from scrap leather. The railway in East Troy is essential for the village's
largest industry, some of whose shipments must go by rail and others can go
more economically by rail. And the almost accidental retention of th
electric power system has allowed he establishment of the tourist railroad
operations, which is of benefit to the area.
6. Significant changes have < : of the lines
the years. Prineville was initially almos of agricultural
products; this traffic is now minor (though not neglig- The railway
is not particularly important for agriculture but allowed the development
of the lumber industry. The East Troy line, mainly taken over to allow
shipments of coal, gasoline, and baby formula, is now primarily a carrier
of steel and steel products with the location of the new industry. The
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genera ndise traffii of th< t line v d and the timbi
industry traffic, decline be re wements of poultry
feed. These changes stress the importance o .sidering future develop-
ments as well as current urns tarn decisions.
7. The experience of th e demonstrates the ability of
a municipal government to keep a railroad uring years of severe
depression when a private, local f not have able to do so.
If the line had been abandoned in the depression years, the later develop-
ment of the community would not have o id,
8. The East Troy experience illustral try well the ability of municipal
operation to internalize the benefits to particular shippers and to the community so
that subsidy, per se, from outside sources is not necessary. The shippers
oxi the line agreed voluntarily to pay additJ amounts to the railroad to
lessen the deficit and keep the road in operation; and the voters of the
city have clearly been willing for the remainder to be made up out of tax
funds. La view of the recognition of the importance to the community of
continued operation of the line. The experience was sin in Prineville
during the depression years.
9. ] agement
can be generated for mu rstems, provided operations are large enough
to allow paying of adequate salaries; th ... to
employ a manager. The Belfast line has had in effect only three managers
over its lifetime (since 1326) as an independent road; and the Prineville
line had only two over a 44 year period.
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rience in Prinevllle sine ' does show
that management problems can be encountered; it may be difficult to find a
person with necessary experience and familial Lne who also
has the capacity to work with the council, on the . id shippers
and employees on the other. The need to keei: city government satisfied
introduces a new variable not encountered with the privately-owned
firm. The managers of the Belfast line and C. C. McGIenn*s long career with
the Prineville line show that the situation is not as unsolvable a one. But
the difficulties in Prineville since 1967 suggest that the problem is not
negligible.
The East Troy experience suggests that when a line is very small, the
economic inability to hire a manager, leaving management in the hands of
nonexperts in the city government, may lead to problems. There appears to
be little question about the efficiency of day-to-day operation—but the
absence of joint rates and failure to review the payments made by the Soo
for orig. ig and terminating cars suggest that the road could benefit from
professional advice. This functio- could easily be provided for v<
small roads by the State Department of Transportation.
10. The history of the 1 es suggests that there has been very
little interference with operations of the lines by city council members
seeking to advance their personal or political interests. Managers have not
been chosen, for example, on the basis of political influence, so far as can
be ascertained.
11. In the cases of ilie and Belfast, some differences of
opinion have arisen over the relative interests of the large shippers and
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the community as a whole on certain questions. These have hot in fact been
serious controversies—but they have arisen. The major issue in Prineville
was over concessions on MIT rates, which the large shippers wanted, while
railway management and the city administration were somewhat reluctant to give
them. The issue in Be.. ;-er vs. city council repre-
sentation on railroad Board of Directors. In both cities there has at
times been some feeling that the railway management
,
concentrati day-1
day operation, has given roo 1: attention to 1 ange rial
development I ie communiti*
This problem is less serious than it might be because usually there
is no obvious divergence between the inter.- f the shippers and of
che co y as a whole.
12. On the basis < jning, it is diffi-
cult to argue whether labor relations should be »ss troublesome
with munici" . operation. On the one hand it may be argued that
a come ?ned ei are of its
Id be better,
sing deficits
Of th3 three roads, only
the City ties had been
ed until 1974, when .hop employees threatened to
the entire 1
One danger in some communities, as the city adi -.ration s< It, is
t unionization may spread y-ownt. to other city
:, particularly ii salary levels ailway e -es
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are substantially hi those of city employees p comparable
jobs. There Is -some me: i operates a i id and uses
system, to set up clas iway and city
employees on a uniform basis, and pe that • adequate salary levels, fringe
benefits, tenure, and other ' civil e, the dangi
serious discrepancies between railroad and citj e salaries will be
avoided. But this may not prove to be
13. The operation of the railways in Prineville and Ea as
parts of the municipal government offers on: advantage: ways
are free of Federal income tax and typically of all stare and local taxes;
the only tax liability is for Federal railroad em] 2 retirement taxes.
This has been a very great advantage to Prineville; of the ilion
earnings that the railroad has made over e ars, at least a third would
have been paid in Federal income tax. The taxes paid b Belfast line
—
it has not in fact paid Federal income taxes, given the deficits, carryover
of losses, and accelerated d< 5— have meant the dii nee
between profit and loss in a number of i ere ap] to be little
gain from the existence of i ?rate. corporate he Belfast
and Moosehead Lake, since the city chooses the directors of the corporation;
the argument that this ar en\: lessens dang; Lltical interference
in the operation of the railroad is questionable.
In final summary: this experience, confirms die merits of municipal
operation of railroads as a viable alternative to abandonment, Lf cir-
cumstances relating to traffic volume, importance of rail service to the
shippers, considerations of future community development and other aspects are
such that the community regards continued operation of a rail line to be desirable;
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1. Deficits can be met directly by the shippers and by the taxpayers
of the community as a whole, shipper benefits (over and above the races
paid) and the community benefits being internalized.
2. Appropriate attention can be given to the importance of the rail-
road for future development of the community in a fashion that private
enterprise cannon do. The traffic of all three of these railroads today is a
product of economic developments in the areas that had not occurred when
the railroads were built or taken over by the communities.
3. A municipal government can carry a railroad through depression
years in a fashion that a private firm cannot.
4. A municipal line can give far more attention to the service needs
of the community than can a branch line of a major system.
5. A municipal line can prove to be a source of revenue for the
community.
6. Operation of a railroad by a municipal government frees the line
from Federal income taxes, and, in most states, from state and local taxes.
This constitutes a built-in subsidy to compensate for the national and
regional benefits from continued operation of the railroad line.
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